ME, MY SPOUSE, AND A DIE

PRESS KIT

ABOUT THE SHOW
Touched by the gods before birth, Octavia Marguerite Sinclair struggles to walk the conflicting line between her unasked–for divine quest and protecting her family from the Monster Wars. What will she do? Join Octavia and her sidekick Karhun as we find out!

WHAT IS MY, MY SPOUSE, AND A DIE?
*Me, My Spouse, and a Die* is a Dungeons and Dragons 5e actual play podcast that follows the story of a young Aasimar druid who was touched by the god Al Absolon through a one–on–one custom campaign.

The story begins with a dip back into Octavia’s childhood, and gradually returns to the present where the adventure is currently taking place.

Our narrative starts with two introductory episodes and then launches into full campaign episodes that range between 55 and 70 minutes. *Me, My Spouse, and a Die* is free to listen to and is advertisement free. (The show is supported by listeners like you).

WILL I ENJOY ME, MY SPOUSE, AND A DIE?
*Me, My Spouse, and a Die* balances comedy, dad jokes, and repartee between husband and wife set in a fantastical world that is plagued with all too human issues. Themes include freedom, destiny, family, death, purpose, inner turmoil, and pizza.

If you enjoy *Game of Thrones* (we’re minus the ‘mature’ rating); *Goodnight, Night Vale: Stargate*, and books such as *The Lord of the Rings* and *The Inheritance Cycle* you may enjoy *Me, My Spouse, and a Die*.

IS ME, MY SPOUSE, AND A DIE FOR KIDS?
*Me, My Spouse, and a Die* has a clean rating and was created for families of all ages to enjoy. However, the show also deals with moral and combative issues and includes references to physical and emotional damage and harm.
Parents may want to listen to a few episodes to get a sense as to whether the show is appropriate for their children.

HONORS AND STATISTICS
- *Me, My Spouse, and a Die* was selected by iTunes as “New and Noteworthy” in the Hobbies category.
- More than 1,000 unique downloads in the first three weeks.
- Only five-star ratings on iTunes.
- Social media following of 750+ across Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook.

RELEASE SCHEDULE
*Me, My Spouse, and a Die* launched on January 30th, 2019 and is released weekly every Wednesday.

LISTEN AND SUBSCRIBE
You can listen to the show right here on the website, or subscribe on iTunes, Spotify, Google Play, Stitcher, and others.

ONLINE AND SOCIAL
- Website: memyspouseandadie.com
- Twitter: https://twitter.com/AndaDiePodcast
- Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/andadiepodcast/
- Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/memyspouseandadie/
- Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbht9SM5VJ_6VQqoBhkEOdg?
- Email: memyspouseandadie@gmail.com

ABOUT THE CREATORS
Gwenyth is, professionally, an attorney who was born on a dairy farm the youngest of five daughters and have somehow found herself working in tax in Washington, DC. She was swept off her feet a few years ago when Austin and she played a couple on-stage, which promptly developed into fireworks off-stage. Personally, she had never heard about D&D or RPGs prior to when Austin introduced her, and they’ve completely changed her life since – allowing her to be creative in a profession that doesn’t always encourage it. She loves semi-trashy TV, drinking coffee, and learning about bourbon and distilling. Gwenyth currently lives in Washington, DC.
Austin is, professionally, a chemist who has DMed since his early years in undergrad and ran another one–on–one campaign (also set in the Land of Moir) with Gwenyth during their grad school years. Personally, he’s always been drawn to fantasy, science fiction, and the like so it made sense that he eventually dabbled into the world RPGs. When not adventure–planning and initiative–tracking, he’s continuing his PhD research, adoring the two family cats (Pancake and Frying Pan), or catching up on the unplayed titles in his Steam library. I currently live in Pittsburgh, PA.

TRIGGER WARNINGS

*Me, My Spouse, and a Die* deals with some disturbing imagery (descriptions of wounds, etc.), fantasy violence, as well as the death of a family member.

REVIEWS AND TESTIMONIALS

“So much fun to listen to! I’m only one episode in, but I’m really enjoying it. As an rpg player myself, it’s so fun to listen to this husband and wife team play together and have such a fun time.”

- Facebook listener L. Hollabaugh

“Interesting concept. Fun and easy to listen to, great audio.”

- iTunes listener Misty801!

“Fantastic podcast! So creative and fun to follow along with the husband and wife duo. Gave me some great ideas! Highly recommended.”

- iTunes listener Fushigi99

“A fun new take on the typical D&D podcast paradigm. Good audio for easy listening, and entertaining content.”

- iTunes listener omni_p77

“Hilarious couple, great back and forth between the two of them. Very clever story that draws you in. Highly recommend!”

- iTunes listener wgg743

"I don’t listen to many One–on–One actual play DnD podcasts, but this one hooked me from the beginning! There’s obvious chemistry between the player/DM, great audio quality, and the story is a perfect mix of funny/dramatic.”

- iTunes listener Runescape98
“Loved the first episode, fantastic piece of media. Great show old chaps”
   - Reddit listener KingNarwahl

“I hope you guys grow! I'll tell all my buddies!”
   - PodBean listener nuactt

“[I]t’s been so exciting to experience this dynamic duo’s actual-play debut! With an intriguing world, gripping story, engaging characters, and delightful humor, this podcast is off to a great start!”
   - Twitter listener @SpyglassRealms